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II. Flight, style and feeling 

Now your Partners and Employees can fly an airplane! 

The whole day is about flying! 

Our guests can experience what it feels like actively participating in flying. 

The instructor gives a short training to the attendant, explains the operation 

of the instruments and their usage, how to make basic maneuvers to try in 

the air later. 

 

After ten minutes of theory training, the engine of the Cessna 152 type 

motor plane starts up, screw is rotating and the plain has been already 

running on the taxiway.  

Following the take-off, pilot shall transfer control and „co-pilot” can enjoy 

the absolute freedom of flight. Under the supervision of the pilot passenger 

can experience the unforgettable feeling of flying an airplane. It is 

absolutely sure that our guest learns it soon and quickly feel the rapture of 

flying in every part of their body.  

Some hours later a new memorable experience is coming with another plane 

model of total different mechanic. Flying to the infinity on the horizon, gliding 

with sail-plane provides a silent and light treat.  

 

Nothing is more beautiful than Budapest at night. Sightseeing from the 

air?  

Before noon you can experience the feeling of piloting an air plane, now you 

can see how professionals do it. Participant can admire the tourist-attractions 

of Budapest from a particular view, from the cabin of a helicopter.  

 

Price of package for one person: 676 £  

Price of package for ten persons: 5 982£  

Price contains: flight ticket, transfer, programs, accommodation and meal. 

In case of two days program, the second day starts with an adrenalin 

infusion! 

During extreme flight, Pilots make various maneuvers near to the ground, 

some meters from the land. This type of flight is only recommended to 

guests who do not fear from flying and would like to enrich their memories 

with an unforgettable and eternal experience. 

 

After the lunch, relaxation has the main role. The stage of the program is the 

ground again. Our guests can experience the Kite buggy. Following a brief 

training there is the possibility to compete against other participants.   

  

Price of two days package for one person: 1972 £  

Price of two days package for ten persons: 19 335 £  

Price contains: flight ticket, transfer, programs, two days accommodation 

and meals. 

Souvenir: gold-plated airplane badge or pilot cap- 19 £/pcs 

Optional programs: 

 Driving a hovercraft and race - 31 £/person 

 Tandem parachute jump 4000 m - 163 £/person 

 Pleasure flight with a glass of champagne for two persons - 152 £/two 

person 

Accommodation: Ramada Resort Aquaworld ****  single room for one 

person - Holiday Beach Hotel **** double room for one person with breakfast 

Price of flight ticket may vary depending on the price of the airline (calculation 

based on Wizzair price on 03.09.12.) Program reservation is made in order of 

booking. 
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